Jonathan Bath

An algorithm informed by the parathyroid hormone level reduces hypocalcemic complications of thyroidectomy.
Wiseman JE, Mossanen M, Ituarte PH, Bath JM, Yeh MW.

The top 10 list for a safe and effective sign-out,

Elizabeth Benjamin

Groin herniorrhaphy in patients with cirrhosis and after liver transplantation.
Lawson EH, Benjamin E, Busuttil RW, Hiatt JR.

Acute care surgery after renal transplantation.
Benjamin ER, Jim J, Kim TJ, Meals C, Gritsch HA, Tillou A, Cryer HG, Hiatt JR.

Blunt thoracic aortic injury.
Benjamin ER, Tillou A, Hiatt JR, Cryer HG.

Does race influence outcomes after primary liver transplantation? A 23-year experience with 2,700 patients.
Hong JC, Kosari K, Benjamin E, Duffy JP, Ghobrial RM, Farmer DG, Yersiz H, Xu J, Hiatt JR, Busuttil RW.

Liver transplantation criteria for hepatocellular carcinoma should be expanded: a 22-year experience with 467 patients at UCLA.

Sigrid Burruss

Factors associated with mortality in massively transfused trauma patients.
Burruss S, Tillou A, Hiatt J, Cryer H.
Manuscript in preparation

Effects of temperature on coagulation, immune responses and apoptosis during hemorrhagic shock.
Burruss S, Andaykan A, Romanov S, Semiletova N, Hiatt J, Cryer H.
Manuscript in preparation.

Predicting morbidity and mortality in elderly trauma patients: moving beyond injury severity score.
Morley E, Burruss S, Min L, Tillou A.
Manuscript in preparation.

Quality Indicators for Elderly Trauma Patients.
Tillou A, Burruss S, Morley E, Cryer H, Hiatt J, Min L, Gibbons M, Ko C.
Manuscript in preparation.
Massive blood transfusions post traumatic hemorrhage: Is there an upper limit?  
S Burruss, J Hiatt, A Tillou, H Cryer.  
Manuscript in preparation.

**Paul Chestovich**

Duodenal lymphoma: a rare and morbid tumor.  
Chestovich PJ, Schiller G, Sasu S, Hiatt JR.  

**Warren Chow**

How to measure the quality of surgery-related web sites.  
Yermilov I, Chow W, Devgan L, Makary M, Ko CY.  
What is the quality of surgery-related information on the internet? Lessons learned from a standardized evaluation of 10 common operations.  
Yermilov I, Chow W, Devgan L, Makary MA, Ko CY.  

**Joseph Crompton**

Racial disparities in motorcycle-related mortality: an analysis of the National Trauma Data Bank.  
Crompton JG, Pollack KM, Oyetunji T, Chang DC, Efron DT, Haut ER, Cornwell EE 3rd, Haider AH.  

**Kathleen Hertzer**

The C-termini of tubulin and the specific geometry of tubulin substrates influence the depolymerization activity of MCAK.  
Hertzer KM, Walczak CE.  
The interplay of the N- and C-terminal domains of MCAK control microtubule depolymerization activity and spindle assembly.  
Ems-McClung SC, Hertzer KM, Zhang X, Miller MW, Walczak CE.  
Full-length dimeric MCAK is a more efficient microtubule depolymerase than minimal domain monomeric MCAK.  
Hertzer KM, Ems-McClung SC, Kline-Smith SL, Lipkin TG, Gilbert SP, Walczak CE.  
Kin I kinesins: insights into the mechanism of depolymerization.  
Hertzer KM, Ems-McClung SC, Walczak CE.  

**Howard Jen**

Pediatrics, 126(4), e746-e753.
Hospital readmissions and survival after nonneonatal pediatric extracorporeal membrane oxygenation: A population-based analysis.
Jen HC, Shew SB. (2010)
Pediatrics, 125(6), 1217-1223.

Laparoscopic versus open appendectomy in children: Outcome comparison based on a statewide analysis.
Jen HC, Shew SB. (2010).

Disparity in management and long-term outcomes of pediatric splenic injury in California.
Annals of Surgery. 251(6), 1162-1166.

Creation of inpatient capacity for disaster management: Lessons learned from a major hospital relocation.
Archives of Surgery, 144(9), 859-864.

Hospital differences in short-term outcomes for uncomplicated pediatric patients with gallbladder disease.
Jen HC, Shew SB. (2009)

The impact of hospital type and experience on the risk of operation for pediatric intussusception: A nationwide study.
Journal of Pediatric Surgery, 44(1), 241-246.

Recombinant activated factor VII use in critically ill infants with active hemorrhage.

Surgical necrotizing enterocolitis and intraventricular hemorrhage in premature infants below 1000g.

Abstracts in Publication:

Journal of Surgical Research, 151(2), 239.

Evaluation of long-term outcomes for pediatric splenic injury in California.
Journal of the American College of Surgeons, 207(3), S84-S85.

Hospital differences in short-term outcomes for uncomplicated pediatric patients with gallbladder disease.
Journal of Surgical Research, 114(2), 407.

Manuscripts in preparation:

Reflux related hospital utilization after pediatric fundoplications.
Complications of pediatric cholecystectomy: Impact from hospital experience and use of cholangiography.
Closing the gap between insecticide treated net (ITN) ownership and use for the prevention of malaria.

Catherine Juillard
Socioeconomic impact of road traffic injuries in West Africa: exploratory data from Nigeria.
Juillard C, Labinjo M, Kobusingye O, Hyder AA.
Developing priorities for addressing surgical conditions globally: furthering the link between surgery and public health policy.
Mock C, Cherian M, Juillard C, Donkor P, Bickler S, Jamison D, McQueen K.
Strengthening care of injured children globally.
Mock C, Abantanga F, Goosen J, Joshipura M, Juillard C.
A national analysis of the relationship between hospital volume, academic center status, and surgical outcomes for abdominal hysterectomy done for leiomyoma.
Juillard C, Lashoher A, Sewell CA, Uddin S, Griffith JG, Chang DC.
Establishing the evidence base for trauma quality improvement: a collaborative WHO-IATSIC review.
Juillard CJ, Mock C, Goosen J, Joshipura M, Civil I.
Infection following deep brain stimulator implantation performed in the conventional versus magnetic resonance imaging-equipped operating room.
Gorgulho A, Juillard C, Uslan DZ, Tajik K, Aurasteh P, Behnke E, Pegues D, De Salles AA.

Brian Kadera
The complete synthesis of a biotin-bound NAALADase inhibitor and the diagnostic application.
Kadera BE, Wiest O.
WCF, 2004; 13: 73.
Remission of type 2 diabetes after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass is associated with greater weight loss.  
Kadera BE, Lum K, DeMaria EJ, Yurcisin B, Gaddor M  
SOARD. 2009; 5(3): 305-309

Evidence for a metabolic mechanism in the improvement of type 2 diabetes after sleeve gastrectomy in a rodent model.  
Kadera BE, DeMaria EJ, Yurcisin B, Gaddor M  
SOARD. 2009; 5 (3): S14

Kenneth Kao

The biochemical basis for the anti-inflammatory and cytoprotective actions of ethyl pyruvate and related compounds.  
Kao KK, Fink MP.  

Long-Term Patient Outcome and Quality of Life After Liver Transplantation: Analysis of 20-Year Survivors.  
Duffy, JP, Kao KK, Ko CY, Farmer DG, McDiarmid SV, Hong JC, Venick RS, Feist S, Goldstein L, Saab S, Hiatt JR, Busuttil RW  

Bimodal Porous Scaffolds by Sequential Electrospinning of Poly(glycolic acid) with Sucrose Particles. Wulkersdorfer B, Kao KK, Agopian VG, Dunn JC, Wu BM, Stelzner M.  

Developing quality indicators for elderly surgical patients.  

Growth Factors Adsorbed on Polyglycolic Acid Mesh Augment Growth of Bioengineered Intestinal Neomucosa.  
Wulkersdorfer B, Kao KK, Agopian VG, Dunn JC, Wu BM, Stelzner M J  

Laparoscopic aortic reinforcement and endovascular graft placement in swine: a new external wrap.  
Kudo T, Kao KK, Nelson SD, Reil TD, Haas BT, Ahn SS.  

Kao K, Ahn S.  

Coordinated Laparoscopic Aortic Reinforcement and Endovascular Graft Placement. Aortic intervention (abdominal and thoracic)  
Kao K, Nelson SD, Ahn SS.  

Drug-Releasing Hollow Fiber and The Hollow Fiber Patch - Abstract.

Colin Kealey

In Vitro Hemocompatibility of Thin Film Nitinol in Stenotic Flow Conditions.

(Using) Complementary and Alternative Medicine: the perceptions of palliative patients with cancer.
Eliott JA, Kealey CP, & Olver IN

TARP gamma-8 controls hippocampal AMPA receptor number, distribution and synaptic plasticity.

Book Chapters
Mechanical Cardiac Support Devices, In: Biomedical Devices and Technology.
Kealey CP, Rahgozar P, Kwon M.

Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG), In: Gastric Bypass: Surgical Procedures, Health Effects and Common Complications.
Noud M, Kealey C, Mehran A.

Hassan Khalil

Induced pulsation of a continuous flow total artificial heart in mock circulation.
Khalil HA, Kerr DT, Schusterman MA, et al.

Optimization of axial pump pressure sensitivity for the continuous flow total artificial heart.
Frazier OH, Khalil HA, Benkowski RJ, Cohn WE.
Journal of Heart and Lung Transplantation (Epub ahead of print).

Flow visualization techniques in a mock ventricle supported by a nonpulsatile left ventricular assist device.

Correlation of ischemic area and coronary flow with ameroid size in a porcine model.
Tuzun E, Oliveira E, Narin C, Khalil H, et al.

Continuous flow total artificial heart: Modeling and feedback control in a mock circulatory system.
Khalil HA, Kerr DT, Franchek MA, et al.

Preload sensitivity of the Jarvik 2000 and HeartMate II left ventricular assist devices.
Khalil HA, Cohn WE, Metcalfe RW, Frazier OH.
Rearrangement of the 16S precursor subunits is essential for the formation of the active 20S proteasome.

Jonathan King

Predicting Exocrine Insufficiency Following Pancreatic Resection.

Loss of 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase increases prostaglandin E2 in pancreatic tumors.

Loss of 15-hydroxyprostaglandin dehydrogenase increases prostaglandin E2 in pancreatic tumors.

Pancreatic-pleural fistula is best managed by early operative intervention.

Pancreatic serous cystadenocarcinoma: a case report and review of the literature.

Distal pancreatectomy: incidence of postoperative diabetes.

Elise Lawson

Groin herniorrhaphy in patients with cirrhosis and after liver transplantation.

Catherine Lewis

Early experience with laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy as a single-stage bariatric procedure.

Splenectomy as complication of sleeve gastrectomy.

Development and testing of a tactile feedback system for robotic surgery.

Web-based portfolios: a valuable tool for surgical education.
Lewis CE, Tillou A, Yeh MW, Quach C, Hiatt JR, Hines OJ.
A tactile feedback system for robotic surgery.
Culjat MO, King CH, Franco ML, Lewis CE, Bisley JW, Dutson EP, Grundfest WS.

Early jejunojejunostomy obstruction after laparoscopic gastric bypass: case series and treatment algorithm.
Lewis CE, Jensen C, Tejirian T, Dutson E, Mehran A.

An integrated pneumatic tactile feedback actuator array for robotic surgery.
Franco ML, King CH, Culjat MO, Lewis CE, Bisley JW, Holmes EC, Grundfest WS, Dutson EP.

Succinylcholine: a drug to avoid in bariatric surgery.
Tejirian T, Lewis CE, Conner J, Jensen C, Dutson E, Mehran A.

Inherited endocrinopathies: an update.
Lewis CE, Yeh MW.

Amy Lightner

Diverticular Disease
Lightner A and Yoo J.
Accepted to Gut Instincts: A Clinician’s Handbook to Digestive and Liver Diseases 2010.

Clostridium Difficile Infections: What Every Clinician Should Know.
Yoo J and Lightner A.

Outcomes following completion mucosectomy for retained rectal mucosa (RRM) following restorative proctocolectomy (RPC) and ileal pouch-anal anastomosis (IPAA).
Litzendorf ME, Stucchi A, Wishnia S, Lightner A, Becker JM.

The fetal allograft revisited: does the study of an ancient invertebrate species shed light on the role of natural killer cells at the maternal-fetal interface.
Lightner A, Schust D, Yi-Bin C, and Barrier B

Reductions in caloric intake and early postnatal growth prevent glucose intolerance and obesity associated with low birthweight.

Blood flow conditions in the proximal pulmonary arteries and vena cavae: healthy children during upright cycling exercise.
Cheng CP, Herfkens RJ, Lightner AL, Taylor CA, and Feinstein JA.

Book Chapter
Livhits M, Lightner A, and Maggard M.

**Masha Livhits**

Exercise following bariatric surgery: systematic review.
Livhits M, Mercado C, Yermilov I, Parikh JA, Dutson E, Mehran A, Ko CY, Gibbons MM.

Does weight loss immediately before bariatric surgery improve outcomes: a systematic review.
Livhits M, Mercado C, Yermilov I, Parikh JA, Dutson E, Mehran A, Ko CY, Gibbons MM.

Basal rather than induced heme oxygenase-1 levels are crucial in the antioxidant cytoprotection.
Tsuchihashi S, Livhits M, Zhai Y, Busuttil RW, Araujo JA, Kupiec-Weglinski JW.

**Lilah Morris**

Accuracy considerations when using early (four- or six-hour) radioactive iodine uptake to predict twenty-four-hour values for radioactive iodine dosage in the treatment of Graves' disease.
Morris LF, Waxman AD, Braunstein GD.
*Thyroid.* 2000 Sep;10(9):779-87.

The nonimpact of thyroid stunning: remnant ablation rates in 131I-scanned and nonscanned individuals. Morris LF, Waxman AD, Braunstein GD.

Reevaluation of the impact of a stringent low-iodine diet on ablation rates in radiiodine treatment of thyroid carcinoma.
Morris LF, Wilder MS, Waxman AD, Braunstein GD.

Interlaboratory comparison of thyroglobulin measurements for patients with recurrent or metastatic differentiated thyroid cancer.
Morris LF, Waxman AD, Braunstein GD.

Thyroid stunning.
Morris LF, Waxman AD, Braunstein GD.

Therapeutic cancer vaccines.
Morris LF, Ribas A.

Laparoscopic adrenalectomy after prior abdominal surgery.

Evidence-based assessment of the role of ultrasonography in the management of benign thyroid nodules.
Morris LF, Ragavendra N, Yeh MW.
Immunosensitization with a Bcl-2 small molecule inhibitor.

Intratumoral immune cell infiltrates, FoxP3, and indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase in patients with melanoma undergoing CTLA4 blockade.

Enhanced antitumor activity induced by adoptive T-cell transfer and adjunctive use of the histone deacetylase inhibitor LAQ824.

The value of intra-operative PTH monitoring in localized primary hyperparathyroidism: A cost analysis.
Morris LF, Zannoco K, Ituarte P, Ro K, Duh QY, Sturgeon C, Yeh MW.

A selective, Bayesian approach to intraoperative PTH monitoring.
Hwang RS, Morris LF, Ro K, Park S, Ituarte PH, Hong JC, and Yeh MW.

Late traumatic aneurysm of the superficial temporal artery.
Jimenez JC, Nassoura Z, Morris LF, Hu D.

Research papers submitted

Parathyroid surgery in the elderly.
Morris LF, Zelada J, Wu B, Hahn T, and Yeh MW.
Submitted to the Oncologist, 5/10.

Virilization of a female infant by a maternal adrenocortical carcinoma.
Morris LF, Park S, Daskivich T, Churchill BM, Rao CV, Lei Z, Martinez D, and Yeh MY.
Submitted to Endocrine Practice, 7/10.

Falsely elevated plasma parathyroid hormone (PTH) mimicking tertiary hyperparathyroidism.
Levin O, Morris LF, Wah DT, Butch AW and Yeh MW.
Submitted to Endocrine Practice 8/10.

T cell receptor transgenic lymphocytes infiltrating murine tumors are not induced to express Foxp3. Quatramoni J, Morris LF, Donahue TR, Wang Y, McBride W, Chatila T, and Economou JS.
Submitted to Journal of Immunology 8/10.

Book Chapters

Morris LF and Braunstein, GD


Adam Oskowitz


Janak Parikh


Acute small bowel perforation after wireless capsule endoscopy in a patient with Crohn's disease: a case report.
Parikh DA, Parikh JA, Albers GC, Chandler CF.

Developing quality indicators for elderly surgical patients.

What is the rate of small bowel obstruction after colectomy?
Parikh JA, Ko CY, Maggard MA, Zingmond DS.

A structured conference program improves competency-based surgical education.
Parikh JA, McGory ML, Ko CY, Hines OJ, Tillou A, Hiatt JR.

Secondary analyses of large population-based data sets: issues of quality, standards, and understanding.
Ko CY, Parikh J, Zingmond D.

Is high BMI associated with specific complications after laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass?
Parikh J, Yermilov I, McGory M, Jain S, Ko CY, Maggard M.

How much do standardized forms improve the documentation of quality of care?
Parikh JA, Yermilov I, Jain S, McGory ML, Ko CY, Maggard MA.
J Surg Res. 2007 Nov;143(1):158-63

The surgeon's role in the quality of oncologic care.
Ko C, Parikh J, Yermilov I, Tomlinson J.

Sanjeet Patel

Deficient synthesis of glutathione plays a key role in aging-related oxidative stress, and can be corrected by dietary cysteine and glycine supplementation
Sekhar RV, Patel SG, Guthikonda A, Reid M, Balasubramanyam A, Taffet G, Jahoor F. 
AJCN. Pub Status: Review

Pub Status: Accepted 2010

Sekhar RJ, Patel SG, D'Amico AD, Jianjian S, Balasubramanyam A, Rehman K, Jahoor F, Visnegerwala F. Pub Status: Accepted 2010

PDX-1: Demonstration of Oncogenic Properties in Pancreatic Cancer.
Cancer. Accepted
Human peripheral blood monocytes accelerate preadipocyte proliferation and inhibit differentiation in association with aberrant CCAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP) alpha expression.

Presence or absence of a known diabetic ketoacidosis precipitant defines distinct syndromes of "A-beta+" ketosis-prone diabetes based on long-term beta-cell function, human leukocyte antigen class II alleles, and sex predilection.


Paymon Rahgozar

Hypertrophy and heart failure in mice overexpressing the cardiac sodium-calcium exchanger.

Shant Shekherdimian

The safety of carotid endarterectomy in patients with preoperative renal dysfunction.

Does female gender or hormone replacement therapy affect early or late outcome after carotid endarterectomy?.

Sorting through methods of dissecting the liver

Complications as a result of the Heimlich maneuver.

Left-sided gastroschisis: higher incidence of extraintestinal congenital anomalies.

Contrast enema for pediatric intussusception: is reflux into the terminal ileum necessary for complete reduction?

Intestinal lengthening in rats after massive small intestinal resection..
Comparison of pediatric appendicitis outcomes between teaching and nonteaching hospitals.

Perforated appendicitis in children: equal access to care eliminates racial and socioeconomic disparities.

The feasibility of using an endoluminal device for intestinal lengthening.

Peer Reviewed Articles Awaiting Publication

Equal access to care eliminates socioeconomic and racial disparities in the treatment of appendicitis.
Lee SL, Shekherdimian S, Chiu VY. Arch Surg. Publication Status: Accepted.

Trans-umbilical laparoscopic-assisted appendectomy (TULAA): an extracorporeal single-incision alternative to conventional laparoscopic techniques.

Management of pediatric intussusception in general hospitals: diagnosis, treatment and differences based on age.

Transplantation of neural crest cells for the treatment of Hirschsprung's Disease.

Peer Reviewed Book Chapters


Denise Tai

Genome-wide mapping of DNase hypersensitive sites using massively parallel signature sequencing (MPSS)

Identifying gene regulatory elements by genome-wide recovery of DNase hypersensitive sites
PNAS 2004 101: 992-997

Allan Tulloch

Laparoscopic vs open celiac ganglionectomy in patients with median arcuate ligament syndrome.
Tulloch AW, Jimenez JC, Lawrence PF, Dutson EP, Moore WS, Rigberg DA, Derubertis BG, Quinones-Baldrich WJ.

Super Hydrophilic Thin Film Nitinol Demonstrates Reduced Platelet Adhesion Compared with Commercially Available Endograft Materials.
Tulloch AW, Chun Y, Levi DS, Mohanchandra KP, Carman GP, Lawrence PF, Rigberg DA.

Thin-film nitinol (NiTi): a feasibility study for a novel aortic stent graft material.
Rigberg D, Tulloch A, Chun Y, Mohanchandra KP, Carman G, Lawrence P.

Andrew Vardanian

Arterial allograft allows in-line reconstruction of prosthetic graft infection with low recurrence rate and mortality.
Vardanian AJ, Chau A, Quinones-Baldrich W, Lawrence PE.

Molecular mediators of liver ischemia and reperfusion injury: a brief review.
Vardanian AJ, Busuttil RW, Kupiec-Weglinski JW.

Light-assisted stab phlebectomy: early postoperative experience.
Vardanian AJ, Cao HL, Lawrence PF.

Light-assisted stab phlebectomy: report of a technique for removal of lower extremity varicose veins.
Lawrence PF, Vardanian AJ.

Type I, but not type II, interferon is critical in liver injury induced after ischemia and reperfusion.
Zhai Y, Qiao B, Gao F, Shen X, Vardanian A, Busuttil RW, Kupiec-Weglinski JW.

Liver transplantation criteria for hepatocellular carcinoma should be expanded: a 22-year experience with 467 patients at UCLA.

Incidentally discovered tumors of the endocrine glands.

Incisional hernia after liver transplantation.

Management of hepatitis C-infected liver transplant recipients at large North American centres: changes in recent years.

Hepatitis C etiology of liver disease is strongly associated with early acute rejection following liver transplantation.

Injectable fibrin scaffold improves cell transplant survival, reduces infarct expansion, and induces neovascularure formation in ischemic myocardium.

Jeffrey Velotta

IL-17 contributes to the development of chronic rejection in a murine heart transplant model.

The role of recipient mast cells in acute and chronic cardiac allograft rejection in C57BL/6-KitW-sh/W-sh mice.

nAChRs mediate human embryonic stem cell-derived endothelial cells: proliferation, apoptosis, and angiogenesis.

A novel JAK3 inhibitor, R348, attenuates chronic airway allograft rejection.

Comparison of transplantation of adipose tissue - and bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells in the infarcted heart.
Novel immunosuppression: R348, a JAK3 - and Syk-inhibitor, attenuates acute cardiac allograft rejection.
Transplantation. 2008; 85(6); 885-892.

The cardiac sodium pump: structure and function.
McDonough AA, Velotta JB, Schwinger RH, Phillipson KD, Farley RA.

All human Na(+)-K(+)-ATPase alpha-subunit isoforms have a similar affinity for cardiac glycosides.
Wang J, Velotta JB, McDonough AA, Farley RA.

UT-A urea transporter protein in heart: increased abundance during uremia, hypertension, and heart failure.
Duchesne R, Klein JD, Velotta JB, Doran JJ, Rouillard P, Roberts BR, McDonough AA, Sands JM.

Book Chapters

Chapter 99: Heart Transplantation.
Velotta JB, Fischbein MP, Robbins RC.

Chapter 21: Heart Transplantation.
Stein W, Velotta JB, Mallidi HR, Fischbein MP, Robbins RC.

Melissa Watson

Intestinal ischemia/reperfusion injury triggers activation of innate toll-like receptor 4 and adaptive chemokine programs.

Renal function impacts outcomes after intestinal transplantation.

Liver transplantation criteria for hepatocellular carcinoma should be expanded: a 22-year experience with 467 patients at UCLA.

Identification of an NF-kB-Dependent Gene Network In Cells Infected by Mammalian Reovirus.
O'Donnell SM, Holm GH, Pierce JM, Tian B, Watson MJ, Chari RS, Ballard DW, Brasier AR, Dermody TS.
